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1. Network Architecture Comparison on cars-

196

In the main text we showed that large gains from using

a VGGNet [5] architecture on the CUB-2011 [6] dataset.

We show a similar comparison on the cars-196 [3] dataset

in Tab. 1. As before, using a VGGNet architecture leads to

large gains. Particularly striking is the gain from fine-tuning

a VGGNet on cars-196 – a basic R-CNN goes from 57.4%

to 88.4% accuracy only by fine-tuning, much larger than the

already sizeable gain from fine-tuning a CaffeNet [2].

2. Additional Visualizations

The visualizations in this section are expanded versions

of figures from the main text.

2.1. Pose Nearest Neighbors

In Fig. 1 we show more examples of nearest neighbors

using conv4 features, which is our heuristic for measuring

the difference in pose between different images (cf. Fig. 4

of the main text). In most cases the nearest neighbors of

an image come from a variety of fine-grained classes and

tend to have similar poses, justifying their use as a heuristic.

In cases where there are potentially many instances with

similar poses (e.g. first row, third column, or fifth row, first

column), the nearest neighbors may share more than just

pose. This heuristic still works reasonably when the pose is

relatively unusual (third row, first column, and fourth row,

third column), although occasionally small pose differences

persist (direction of the head in the third row, third column).

2.2. Foreground Refinement

Additional examples of images where the foreground re-

finement (cf. Sec. 3.1 and Fig. 3 of the main text) changes

the segmentation are given in Fig. 2. Most errors in a

GrabCut[4]+class model which can be corrected by a fore-

ground refinement are undersegmentations. In the most

extreme case, these undersegmentations can actually be

empty, which the foreground refinement fixes. In all cases

the segmentation after refinement is better than the segmen-

tation before refinement, though the final segmentation may

CNN Used

Method [2] [5]

R-CNN [1] 51.0 57.4

R-CNN+ft 73.5 88.4

CNN+GT BBox 53.9 59.9

CNN+GT BBox+ft 75.4 89.0

PD+DCoP+flip 65.8 75.9

PD+DCoP+flip+ft 81.3 92.6

PD+DCoP+flip+GT BBox+ft 81.8 92.8
Table 1. Analysis of variations of our method on cars-196, com-

paring performance when using a CaffeNet [2] versus a CNN with

a VGGNet architecture [5]. Performance is measured in 196-way

accuracy.

still have imperfections.

2.3. Cosegmentation

We show additional qualitative co-segmentation results

in Fig. 3 to supplement the results in Fig. 6 of the main

text. In general, co-segmentation works quite well, but in

cases where part of the background is sufficiently different

from the rest of the background the segmentation quality

can suffer. Segmentation is also difficult at certain car parts,

e.g. the wheels, since they look very different from the rest

of the car. It is also difficult to properly segment the bottom

of many cars, since the shadow of the car often looks similar

to the foreground.
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conv4 neighbors

Figure 1. Additional visualizations for nearest neighbors with conv4 features, which tend to preserve pose.
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no refinement with refinement no refinement with refinement no refinement with refinement

Figure 2. Additional visualizations for the effect of foreground refinement. Within each column of images, the first image is the original

image, the second is the GrabCut+class model, and the third is GrabCut+class+refine.

Figure 3. Additional visualizations of co-segmentation results. The last results in each row are failure cases.
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